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terephthalate and the remaining two composed of 
unknown plastics. Both temporal spatial distributions 
of I. argentinus with ingested artifacts were widely 
dispersed (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)). There was a slightly higher 
opportunity for I. argentinus to ingest artifacts at sites near 
coastal areas. Moreover, the larger I. argentinus also had a 
higher risk of artifact ingestion than those of smaller size 
(Fig. 3(c)).

In summary, this study demonstrated the risk of persistent 
and indigestible artifacts in the stomachs of squids 
and helps to raise concerns locally about the major 
environmental problem of micro- and macro-plastics in 
seas. Further exploration of the interactions between the I. 
argentines dietary requirements and the dynamics of prey 
quality and availability as well as constant risks of artifact 

ingestion for the squids will make a substantial contribution 
to the local levels of management and conservation 
strategies. This study opens an effective example to link 
FTIR application to marine biology. (Reported by Chia-Ying 
Ko, National Taiwan University)

This report features the work of Chia-Ying Ko and her 
collaborators published in Front. Mar. Sci. 8, 675560 (2021).
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Microorganisms Feeding on Iron and Sulfur 
Might Be a Key to Develop Fe Ore Tailings into 
Functional Soil
The mineral weathering in alkaline Fe ore tailings has been identified as a key prerequisite to eco-engineered tailings-
soil formation for sustainable mine-site rehabilitation. 

Fig. 3: Risks of artifact ingestion for Argentine shortfin squid Illex argentinus in the southwest Atlantic. Percentage distributions of artifact ingestion by 
(a) sampling site, (b) month and (c) mantle length. [Reproduced from Ref. 1]

B illions of tons of iron (Fe) ore tailings have been generated from processing and extracting Fe oxides in the Fe ore mining 
industry. Eco-engineering tailings into soils is an emerging technology to convert hostile tailings into a soil-like substrate 

(or technosol) for the establishment of sustainable plant and microbial communities, by applying a suite of abiotic and 
biotic inputs (organic matter, functional microorganisms and pioneer plants). Two primary barriers to the initiation of soil 
formation in the Fe ore tailings are (1) highly alkaline pH conditions that prohibit the colonization of tolerant native plants 
and soil microorganisms and (2) the fine texture, relatively benign mineral matrix and high mechanical properties. Functional 
sulfur-oxidizing bacteria (SOB), such as A. ferrooxidans, drive biological oxidation of elemental sulfur (S0) to form acids, 
which might neutralize alkaline Fe tailings and concomitantly transform Fe/Si-minerals in the tailings. To investigate the role 
of A. ferrooxidans in alkaline pH neutralization and mineral weathering under tailings’ conditions is hence warranted. Key 
questions to be answered might include (1) whether A. ferrooxidans could colonize and survive in the alkaline Fe ore tailings, 
(2) whether A. ferrooxidans could oxidize S0 for neutralization of neutralizing alkaline pH in the tailings and (3) whether A. 
ferrooxidans activities could stimulate Fe-bearing mineral weathering and secondary mineral formation in the tailings.
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Fig. 2: (a) Normalised Fe K-edge XANES spectra of Fe ore tailings from various treatments and Fe 
standard compounds (e.g., FeO, biotite and Fe2O3) show changes of Fe speciation in tailings 
with varied treatments, (b) normalised Fe K-edge XANES spectra of tailing samples and Fe 
standards, and (c,d) LCF results indicates the Fe phase composition in tailings of various 
treatments. [Reproduced from Ref. 1]

Fig. 1: A diagram showing the critical role of sulfur-oxidizing bacteriom (SOB)-A. ferrooxidans in 
driving Fe-bearing mineral weathering and secondary mineral formation in Fe-ore tailings. 
[Reproduced from Ref. 1]

Based on the above questions, 
Longbin Huang’s team (including 
Songlin Wu and Qing Yi) in 
University of Queensland, Australia, 
has investigated the colonization 
capacity of A. ferrooxidans and 
its biogeochemical functionality 
in alkaline Fe ore tailings, 
including biological oxidation of 
S0, neutralization of the alkaline 
pH conditions of tailings and the 
microbe-mediated weathering of 
Fe-bearing minerals. Collaborating 
with Ting-Shan Chan (NSRRC), 
Huang’s team was able to acquire Fe 
K-edge X-ray absorption near edge 
structure (XANES) and extended X-ray 
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) 
spectra at TLS 17C1 to verify the 
changes of Fe phase and Fe speciation 
after SOB and S0 treatments.

Figure 2 displays normalised Fe 
K-edge XANES spectra of Fe ore 
tailings from various treatments and 
Fe standard compounds, and the 
LCF analysis. The edge maxima shift 
of fresh tailings and samples from 
TB5S treatment (Fig. 2(a)) revealed 
the occurrence of both Fe(II) and 
Fe(III) in tailing minerals. Both biotite 
and the control tailings exhibited 
signals at 7126 and 7130.2 eV 
indicating the presence of biotite-like 
minerals in the tailings. In addition, 
the absence of a signal at 7126 eV 
and increased absorption at 7134 
eV in the TB5S sample indicated 
that the S0 amendment and A. 
ferrooxidans inoculation induced 
the transformation of biotite-like 
phyllosilicates and the oxidation of 
Fe(II) to Fe(III) in the tailings.

The oxidation of solid-phase Fe(II) 
into Fe(III) was supported by the 
observed absence of Fe(II) and the 
increase/appearance of secondary 
Fe(III) oxyhydroxides (e.g., ferrihydrite, 
jarosite, or Fe(III)-oxalate-like minerals) 
in tailings from treatment TB5S (qXRD 
analysis and LCF fitting in Figs. 2(d) 
and 3(c)). The structural (e.g., within 
silicate and Fe-oxide minerals) Fe(II) 
oxidation mediated by this SOB might 
involve direct bacterial enzymatic 
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oxidation or indirect oxidation after Fe(II) dissolution followed by electron transfer between Fe(II) in the mineral substrate 
and Fe(III) in the solid or in solution.

The LCF of Fe K-edge EXAFS and XANES spectra of the tailings (Figs. 2(d) and 3(c)) showed the decrease of biotite-like 
minerals (from 55 to 37%), epidote-like minerals (from ~20 to < 10%) and olivine-like minerals (from ~10% to nearly 
0%) in tailings, in response to living SOB inoculation (TB5S and TB1S). In contrast, SOB colonization led to an increase of 
ferrihydrite-like minerals (from 25% to nearly 50%) in the tailings. Fe(III)-carboxyl complexes (Fe(III)-oxalate like) appeared 
after A. ferrooxidans inoculation in the S0-amended tailings. All these LCF-XAFS results were consistent with the qXRD results, 
revealing the critical role of A. ferrooxidans in the weathering of primary minerals (i.e., biotite, epidote and olivine) and 
formation of amorphous ferrihydrite-like minerals and Fe-organic complexes.

In summary, Huang’s team used XAS measurements to reveal that Fe-bearing primary mineral weathering (e.g., biotite) 
and secondary mineral formation (e.g., ferrihydrite and jarosite) were induced by the activities of SOB, possibly through 
both a contact mechanism (e.g., direct oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+) and a non-contact mechanism (e.g., production of proton 
and organic compounds to stimulate elemental dissolution from minerals). It was determined that A. ferrooxidans coupled 
with the S0 amendment was able to initiate and to accelerate the mineral weathering as the first step in the pedogenesis of 
alkaline Fe ore tailings. This knowledge of the behaviour and biogeochemical functionality of A. ferrooxidans in the tailings 
provides a fundamental basis to develop microbial bioweathering technologies using Fe/S-oxidizing bacteria towards eco-
engineering soil formation in Fe ore tailings. (Reported by Ting-Shan Chan)

This report features the work of Longbin Huang and his collaborators published in Environ. Sci. Technol. 55, 8020 (2021).
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Fig. 3: K-space Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra (black lines) and linear-combination fitting (LCF; red dashed lines) of Fe ore tailings from various treatments 
reveal the Fe phases in the tailings. The left column (a) also shows Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of some key Fe standards including biotite, iron(II) 
oxide, ferrihydrite, Fe(III) oxalate, epidote and olivine. (b) Parameters and (c) results of the LCF fitting of Fe K-edge EXAFS spectra of Fe ore tailings 
from various treatments are also presented. [Reproduced from Ref. 1]


